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FOREWORD

In 2001 a Community Appraisal was carried out which served to identify the major
areas of interest and concern for the residents of Castle Bromwich. The findings of
this excellent piece of work are still relevant today and have formed the basis for this
Parish Plan document.
A steering group of local residents and Parish Councillors (with expert input as
required) have reviewed the following areas: Law and Order; Environment; Children
and Young People; The Older Generation; Sport and Leisure; Transport and
Infrastructure; Employment; Parish Profile and Communications and Local
Government.
From these reviews a set of proposals has been developed. Some of these proposals
are quick hits and have little associated cost while others are long term and will
require significant effort and funding if they are to be achieved.
The Plan has been presented to the Parish Council and also to the public at the Parish
Meeting in May. As it enters wider circulation it is hoped that it will win the support
of local residents and that the community will work together to implement its
proposals to maintain and improve the standing of Castle Bromwich.

Councillor John Whelan
Chairman Castle Bromwich Parish Council
October 2013
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LAW AND ORDER

The Steering Group decided that Law and Order should be given priority in the
development of the Parish Plan.
Community concerns have changed little since the 2001 Appraisal. They are: anti-social behaviour; graffiti; theft and drugs. The latter topic has assumed
greater importance in recent times however. In addition there are concerns with
regards to traffic issues but these are dealt with in section 6 of this report.
Whilst there is a clear recognition of the budgetary restraints on policing there is
real concern at the frequent changes in community policing both in personnel
and structure. It is recognised that personnel changes are sometimes inevitable
but stability is certainly desirable.
The consensus is that Castle Bromwich residents are largely unaware of the way
in which the Parish is policed. (Appendix One details the current Police
organisation for Castle Bromwich).
The Police with assistance from the Parish Council must work to better inform
the community about the Community Police structure and provide all relevant
contact numbers.
It is proposed that a simple leaflet detailing this information should be produced
and distributed to every household in the Parish. Furthermore this should be
kept up to date when any future changes are made.
Current Police/Community meetings are not well attended and as a consequence
neither party is gaining much benefit from them.
It is proposed that these valuable forums should be more widely publicised using
the local press, the Parish Council website, the Police website, posters in shop
windows and other business premises and as proposed in section 8 of this report
newly installed Parish Information points.
A formal agenda should be followed with a detailed Police report delivered by
the senior officer for the area followed by a full and open dialogue with the
public. A quarterly meeting would be appropriate.
Whilst everyone would wish to see more Police on the streets there is much more
that the local community can do to help the Police in their work. The most
obvious thing is to report all incidents they believe may be of interest to the
Police. The reports are logged and in this way the Police are able to develop lines
of investigation and actions.
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Neighbourhood Watch schemes have not been a great success in Castle
Bromwich and many people whilst giving law and order great importance are
still reluctant to get involved. A fresh initiative is required to mobilise the
community.
It is proposed that the Parish Council and the Police meet to explore methods of
improving community involvement. It is understood that West Midlands Police
are actively working in other areas with members of the public who volunteer to
help support the Police in various ways which include Youth4em,
Neighbourhood Watch, Community Speedwatch, Independent Advisory Groups
and Community Reference Groups.
The opportunity for young people to get involved in this initiative is of particular
interest.
In addition to the general public businesses in the Parish have an important role
to play in helping the Police. They are additional eyes and ears who come into
contact with many people. In particular publicans have a major part to play.
The pubs in Castle Bromwich are an important part of the social fabric and the
pub managers carry a clear responsibility for whatever occurs on their premises
whether that be drunken behaviour or more seriously activities involving drugs.
It is proposed that the Police/Community meetings should request the
attendance of all pub managers and representatives of all retail outlets selling
alcohol in the Parish. Their attendance and constructive participation would be
invaluable in helping to make Castle Bromwich a better place.
The question of alcohol free zones has been debated many times. It is the view of
this report that the Parish Council and Police should revisit the subject whilst
recognising the problems of enforcement.
It is proposed that all Council owned spaces should be considered for designation
as alcohol free zones.
Finally it is considered that a more face to face contact with the Police should be
encouraged and that mobile Police Offices be used to a greater extent.
It is proposed that “suitable” locations around the Parish are identified and then
visited on a regular basis by a mobile Police Office. In addition a Parish Council
initiative “a cuppa with a copper” with a regular drop in meeting at Arden Hall
would be most welcome.
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THE ENVIRONMENT

The Steering Group considered that Solihull Metropolitan Borough Council
should be congratulated on the improvements to the environment in recent
years.
Recycling has done much to improve the wider environment and to remove
unsightly plastic refuse sacks from view. The Environment Champions
campaign has seen a significant reduction in the scourge of graffiti and the
frequent tidy up sessions have served to improve several areas of Castle
Bromwich. The latest initiative to reduce dog fouling is also to be welcomed.
Alongside the Borough Council the Parish Council and the Youth Council have
worked extremely hard on a number of projects notably the Sensory Peace
Garden on the Green and the Garden of Rest at Arden Hall. In addition the
War Memorial and garden have been enhanced.
The support given to the Planning Application to build new homes at The Green
has seen that part of Castle Bromwich much improved to the delight of local
residents. It is hoped that similar projects will follow in the near term to tackle
other problem sites. The reopening of Castle Bromwich Hall has also been a
major success for the village.
There remains much to be done however!
The first impressions of Castle Bromwich when travelling along the Newport
Road up to the Clock garage are not favourable. The border with Birmingham
is blighted by litter.
It is proposed that Birmingham City Council and Solihull Metropolitan Borough
Council should work together to ensure that this area is regularly cleaned and
that the source of the litter be investigated and necessary steps taken to reduce
its impact. The pathway from the Newport Road up to the Hall Gardens and
Church should also receive regular cleaning and maintenance.
The Birmingham Road which used to be an attractive entrance into Castle
Bromwich has been closed to road traffic for some years and is now somewhat
neglected and overgrown. Older residents are dismayed by this and also the fact
that one of our finest buildings, the newly re-opened Castle Bromwich Hall, is
effectively hidden away.
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It is proposed that consideration be given to re-opening Birmingham Road
consistent with traffic calming measures already in place and others proposed
later in this report. A sign welcoming people to Castle Bromwich could be sited
just prior to the Hall.
It is important that we showcase important buildings in order to generate pride
in Castle Bromwich and raise its profile!

In a similar vein it is considered worthwhile to promote and support the Hall
Gardens which are a major legacy of the past and which deserve wider
recognition than they currently enjoy. They are a major asset to Castle
Bromwich and a marvellous environment which must be preserved.
It is proposed that an annual fundraising event should take place similar to that
organised for the Diamond Jubilee and that this should be managed through a
committee comprising the Gardens Trustees, the Parish Council and various
local groups such as the U3A and Lions.
Litter is a major problem across the UK. We compare unfavourably with many
other countries and it is an increasing problem. It is considered that the best
place to address this problem is with children in the home and at school.
It is proposed to launch an annual “Respect Your Environment “campaign in all
schools in conjunction with the Parish Council. This should include a poster
competition with the best examples printed and used extensively around Castle
Bromwich for the following year.
A major factor in eliminating litter and dog mess from our pavements and other
areas is the installation of far more waste bins around the area. Whilst
recognising the costs involved in acquisition and subsequent emptying of the bins
it is considered that this is an essential part of any endeavour to solve this
problem.
It is proposed that a comprehensive survey be carried out to identify need and
locations for these bins and that the Parish and Borough Councils then agree on
the way forward.
As with Law and Order the engagement of the broader population is essential if
the environment is to be improved and maintained. Two current issues concern
“fly-tipping” and parking on and driving across grass verges.
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It is proposed that every effort is made to encourage people to report any
knowledge of “fly-tipping” to the Parish Council and that the Borough Council
clearly states its intentions to clamp down on those who destroy grass verges. In
support of this endeavour notices clearly giving numbers to contact should be
displayed around the Parish. The prudent use of mobile phone cameras could
also be encouraged.
The overall impression of Castle Bromwich is pretty neutral. The environment
could be improved significantly with the addition of more colour in the form of
flowers and plants.
The involvement of local businesses to sponsor flower beds, flower tubs and
hanging baskets would be an ideal approach which has been used with great
success elsewhere.
It is proposed that Solihull Metropolitan Borough Council and local businesses
be requested to participate in this approach to make Castle Bromwich a more
attractive place to live and work.
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CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE
The Children’s Centre in Hurst Lane North provides a range of support services
to children, parents and carers covering the age range 0 to 5 years. The centre is
operated by the Children’s Society and works in close association with the
Borough Council. Past members of the Steering Group have been involved in
this work and have emphasised the strong financial pressures which can restrict
the service and support available.
It is proposed that the Borough Councillors should be lobbied to ensure that
children and young mothers in Castle Bromwich can look to this centre for
support in the future. In addition child care for working mothers should also be
a matter of major concern with every effort being made to facilitate an adequate
and affordable supply of places.
Castle Bromwich is well served by the traditional institutions for young people.
Guiding and Scouting enjoy healthy support with 6 units of Guides in the area
(including Water Orton) catering for girls aged between 5 and 25 years and the
237 1st Castle Bromwich Scouts with a membership of around 200 based in
Brownsover Drive. In addition the Girls and Boys Brigade catering for
youngsters from 5 to 18 years meet weekly at St Clements Church. Whilst the
traditional values and activities are still present there is a broad range of
challenging and interesting activities for modern youth to pursue. The Youth
Centre in Hurst Lane North is open several evenings a week catering for up to 50
youngsters at a time in the age range 11 to 19. Once again the emphasis is on
providing activities which attract and retain members. Dance group, dj, fashion
design and art sit alongside the normal sporting activities. In addition there are
theme nights throughout the year.
It is proposed that these traditional institutions are given as much support and
publicity as possible. In particular the local schools should be encouraged to
invite Youth Leaders into school to inform pupils of exactly what is on offer. It is
necessary to dispel the image which many children have about scouting and
youth clubs.
Castle Bromwich Parish Council has a Youth Council which affords young
people aged 11 upwards the opportunity to undertake local projects and to work
as a body to improve the area in which they live and/ or go to school. It is
important that membership is maintained particularly when the older members
of the group leave for University.
It is proposed that the Parish Council should undertake an annual recruitment
campaign across the Parish visiting not only schools but the Youth Centre,
Guides and Scouts and the various sports clubs in the area.
A review of other activities available to young people shows a wide range of
options to choose from locally. There are opportunities to study dance, drama,
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gymnastics and acrobatics at a local stage school. In addition Solihull’s
Neighbourhood Sports Programme runs a wide range of activities including
boxing, basketball, swimming, football and street dance at facilities within a
short distance of Castle Bromwich.
Whilst many young people value the facilities and opportunities available to
them there remains a minority of disaffected youngsters who will claim “there is
nothing to do around here”. This section of the Plan is particularly concerned
with providing an outlet for these youngsters and in so doing reducing nuisance
and anti-social behaviour that can sometimes arise from boredom.
What is required is an activity programme which will combat anti-social
behaviour, bullying and truancy and instil a sense of discipline and self-esteem.
Box Clever is one such operation run by Wayne Elcock a retired professional
boxer who grew up in the Shard End/Castle Bromwich area and who became a
world champion. Wayne’s concept is to provide a unique non-contact boxing
programme for youngsters aged 5 upwards. Working with councils in Solihull,
Wolverhampton and Walsall as well as West Midlands Police he has seen
considerable success in helping young people turn their lives around with the
obvious benefit to the schools and communities they come from. In addition they
have benefited from improved fitness and some have progressed to take up
boxing under Wayne’s guidance.
The unique feature of this programme is that it is not gym based but a mobile
operation. Sometimes working outdoors, but preferably inside, Box Clever
provides all the necessary equipment and training support at your preferred
location.
It is proposed that the Parish Council should host Box Clever in Arden Hall and
set out to attract youngsters who might otherwise find a disruptive outlet for
their energies. A trial programme over a period of 8 weeks is suggested for
summer 2013 with the potential to continue if attendances and results justify.
Whilst the costs are reasonably modest there would need to be an individual
charge unless Solihull Metropolitan Borough Council would provide funding.
Another idea proposed by Rob Wyatt the Youth Centre leader was that we
should investigate the potential to host a Free Running programme during the
summer months somewhere in the area. Free Running is described as the art of
expression in motion and basically involves passing static obstacles in the fastest
most direct way. A good level of fitness is required to undertake the running,
jumping and climbing involved.
It is proposed that an investigation takes place to establish the feasibility of a
Free Running programme in Castle Bromwich.
Whilst many youngsters need outside activities and interests some are more
concerned with their long term futures and perhaps see College as a means of
delaying the time when they have to find employment. This was raised by a
youngster during a meeting and will be returned to in a later section of this Plan.
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THE OLDER GENERATION

The Steering Group consulted with Solihull Age UK to explore the needs of the
older generation within Castle Bromwich.
There is a wealth of provision of clubs and classes in the Parish and in recent
times Age UK have been running “taster sessions” covering: move to music;
men’s cookery classes; computer sessions and reading/coffee mornings at Castle
Bromwich Library. Whilst these are well supported by the more confident
members of this age group we are concerned with the difficulties faced by the not
so confident members of the community.
The major obstacle for many would appear to be transport. Many older people
are reluctant to use Public Transport and whilst the work of Community
transport and the Ring and Ride service are both valued there would appear to
be a greater need than is currently being satisfied for flexible more readily
available point to point transport within the Parish during the day.
It is proposed that a suitable organisation such as Age UK should meet with all
local taxi companies to explore whether discounted transport facilities could be
offered during the day. If there is a positive response this could open up new
horizons for many.
Whilst structured activities are welcomed by many there is also a need for less
formal meetings. There have been recent initiatives to hold coffee mornings in
various locations and these appeal to many. A luncheon club too would be
welcomed particularly by those living alone.
It is proposed that the Parish Council (perhaps in conjunction with the local
Churches) works to establish an increased number of places where regular coffee
mornings can be held. In addition consideration could also be given to managing
a regular luncheon club in the Windsor Room of Arden Hall.

Older people also like somewhere to sit either to watch the world go by or simply
to rest. Our park seems to cater more for youth and it was also considered that
there should be more benches around the area.
It is proposed that greater exposure is given to the Memorial garden inside the
park and also that the Parish Council investigates where else benches might be
conveniently sited.
Building on this theme it would seem that Castle Bromwich Hall Gardens could
be involved to a greater extent.
It is proposed that the Trust be approached to see whether there is the possibility
of establishing a special concessionary membership category.
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Whatever initiatives are taken up it is important that they are run on a year
round basis. Many activities seem linked to school term times which have long
holidays between.
Schools do have a clear role to play however in developing a better
understanding between generations. In recent times there have been some
extremely successful Christmas parties for older people hosted by schools
(notably Park Hall).
It is proposed that the Parish Council and in particular the Youth Council
working with all the Schools in the Parish and Age UK plans a programme of
events which older people could join in or even lead. This could benefit all
concerned.
Convenient access to advice and help is something that older people require to a
greater extent than other members of the community. A suitable “drop in“
centre must be established within Castle Bromwich.
It is proposed that Arden Hall should be used for this purpose with the Windsor
Room nominated as a convenient and suitably sized venue. A weekly surgery
hosted by Age UK would be welcomed by many.
Finally many older people have expressed concern about the potential electoral
boundary change and whether ultimately that will lead to full amalgamation of
Castle Bromwich into Birmingham.
Whilst such events are outside local control or influence it is imperative that the
community of Castle Bromwich pulls together to satisfy the needs of the older
generation. The proposals above are modest but achievable. They do however
address some important needs.
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SPORT AND LEISURE

A 2011 survey (Solihull Place) rated Castle Bromwich poorly in respect of sport
and leisure facilities. Whilst it is unrealistic to plan for major sports
infrastructure investment, with major assets available in nearby Chelmsley
Wood, it is necessary to nurture and improve what we have and to make
incremental improvements and additions where possible.
The focus of sporting activity is Arden Hall Park which currently is “home” to
the Cricket Club and Bromford Lions FC. Previously it also accommodated
Castle Bromwich Tennis Club. All the clubs function separately and use the
Pavilion as their HQ and changing rooms.
It is proposed that consideration be given to the formation of a unified Castle
Bromwich Sports Association with the existing clubs as the founding members.
The Pavilion which is owned by the Parish Council would become the HQ of the
new Association and the Leisure Services Committee of the Parish Council
would be the executive body responsible for its operation. In due course the
renovation or replacement of the Pavilion will be required.
It is expected that over time other sports and leisure activities would be
incorporated into the Association e.g. tennis, fishing and golf which would serve
to broaden the age group of members.
Whilst the different sports each have their respective seasons it is considered that
the Park could be used to greater effect during the School holidays and in
particular the long summer break. There are a number of organisations which
run Summer Sports Camps for children of all ages. Many of these run football
training with qualified coaches but are open to the incorporation of other sports
and of course the inclusion of girls. In addition Bromford Lions are prepared to
host summer football tournaments in the Park which will attract teams from
around the immediate area.
A further option is to include non –contact boxing training which is detailed
earlier in this document in the section on Children and Young People.
It is proposed that consideration be given to hosting a Summer Sports Camp in
the Park in 2014 with full participation from members of the Sports association
in addition to any outside agency.
In order to support increasing sporting activity and general leisure use of the
Park there will need to be improvements and additions to the facilities currently
on offer.
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It is proposed that the public toilets be re-opened as these are considered
essential for both sporting groups and casual park users such as parents with
young children.
The football and cricket pitches are maintained to a good standard but the tennis
courts are in need of refurbishment.
It is proposed to seek the necessary funding to re-surface the two tennis courts to
the standard required for competitive play.
In addition every effort should be made to secure coaching for players of all ages
and it is understood that the Lawn Tennis Association provides assistance in this
regard.
The Pavilion is the focal point of the Park. It is a Parish Council owned facility
and as such should be used to benefit all.
It is proposed that the Pavilion is opened as a café for a trial period during the
summer of 2014.
With several sports activities running plus the other visitors to the Park, it is
envisaged that the Pavilion would play a major part in bringing the Park to life.
The timeline of 2014 recognises the challenges implicit in creating the Sports
Association and the necessary organisation and planning which would be
required to run things as proposed above. Much will depend on the willingness
and ability of the Parish Council to implement and manage these proposals.
The Parish Council is planning to introduce a “trim trail” into the Park. This
comprises a course around the Park with a series of obstacles and fitness
equipment which can be used together or individually. Thanks are due to Cllr
Bob Amos for his success in securing funding.
It is proposed that this project should be given every support as it will provide a
major addition to the park’s facilities. It will be beneficial to people of all ages
and should be appreciated and looked after by the community.
The emphasis on sporting activities and clubs has two objectives. First there is
the obvious fitness benefit but second and equally important is the effect which
thriving sports clubs have in reducing anti-social behaviour through boredom.
The opening up of facilities and the addition of new ones would be steps that
most would recognise and respect. In addition to the provision of sports facilities
within the Parish consideration should also be given to another important
element in the provision of leisure services namely the Library.
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It is proposed that community awareness is raised and that every support is
given to Castle Bromwich Library should its services or existence be threatened.

In closing this section recognition is given to the many clubs and organisations
such as Castle Bromwich Singers and the Theatre Group which thrive in Castle
Bromwich. Their contribution to the lives of residents is much valued.
Organisations such as the Women’s Institute, Friends In Retirement and Castle
Bromwich U3A hold regular meetings at Arden Hall along with a host of other
activities in what is a vibrant and important focal point for Castle Bromwich.
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TRANSPORT AND INFRASTRUCTURE

Castle Bromwich is ideally positioned for travel by road, rail and air
connections. The Parish lies at the heart of the motorway system and only a few
miles from the expanding Birmingham Airport. The nearest railway station is at
Water Orton although parking is an issue here. Whilst Coleshill Parkway has
excellent free parking it is farther to travel.
It is proposed that Centro are petitioned to provide more frequent bus services
to both stations and to include both Water Orton and Coleshill Parkway in the
zone covered by concessionary travel passes.
There is a good provision of local taxi firms providing safe, reliable transport
particularly in the evenings and at weekends. It would be most useful to
understand their charges which do appear to vary.
It is proposed that local taxi firms are encouraged to publish their fare structure
so that customers can make an informed choice about which company to use.
Road maintenance is a major concern in Castle Bromwich. At the time of
writing leaving the service road into the village creates a very bad impression
with large potholes in a number of places. We do appear to be the “poor
relations” in the Borough when reflecting on the recent re-surfacing in and
around Solihull Town Centre.
It is proposed that the Parish Council should vigorously pursue this matter to
establish the facts relating to the road maintenance budget across the entire
Borough.
Road markings too are an important issue with safety implications particularly
at the junction of Bradford Road and Old Chester Road where a complex
junction is made even more challenging due to the degradation of road
markings.
It is proposed that a Parish wide survey is undertaken each spring to determine
needs in terms of road repairs and markings.
The Parish Council has raised with the Borough and also local businesses the
dangers arising from the traffic congestion along the main road up to Hurst
Lane traffic lights. There are two major issues: queuing on the main road in
both directions to access the service station at Morrisons and secondly the
congestion in the service road on the opposite side of the road. Coupled with this
congestion there are also many pedestrians who insist on crossing the road
dodging between drivers who are already attempting to negotiate stationery
vehicles. This area is considered a major road safety challenge.
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It is proposed that Morrisons are petitioned again to consider the proposal for
alternative access to their service station. In addition the Borough Council
should be requested to consider creating more parking off the service road by
using the grass verge area. In addition fencing to prevent pedestrian access onto
the road other than at the pelican crossing should be considered. It would also
help if from time to time the Police would clamp down on traffic obstruction and
illegal parking.
Excessive speed has not been “conquered” in Castle Bromwich despite the
proliferation of speed bumps and other traffic calming measures. There are
several side roads which suffer from speeding vehicles as well as an increasing
problem along the Water Orton Road.
It is proposed that the initiative for selective 20mph speed limits on side roads be
pursued and that active speed cameras and pedestrian crossings are installed on
Water Orton Road. In particular a safe crossing point to Arden Hall is required.
There is a growing interest in cycling and the Borough Council has announced
plans for more cycle paths into Castle Bromwich. This is to be encouraged but
safety particularly for children and youngsters is a real concern with the volume
of cars on the road.
It is proposed that local schools take part in a poster campaign urging the use of
helmets, lights and a bell. This could usefully be incorporated into any cycling
proficiency training.
The HS2 Project has sparked controversy in many areas and particularly in
neighbouring Water Orton. Whilst Castle Bromwich may not be directly
affected by the completed project there could be disruption during the
construction phase and possibly some increased noise when HS2 goes into
service.
It is proposed that full support should be given to any efforts to mitigate the
impact of the project on Castle Bromwich.
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EMPLOYMENT ISSUES

Castle Bromwich does not have a significant problem with regards to
employment. There are however local pockets of unemployment and it is the
case that there are higher levels of unemployment in surrounding areas.
In recent times the Parish Council has taken the initiative and decided to host a
series of Business Breakfast Meetings with a target audience of all those
interested in developing business and employment opportunities within the area.
The first of these dealt with the subject of raising finance other topics planned
are Franchising and Internet Business.
It is proposed that these Business Breakfast meetings continue and that they are
given maximum publicity.
Employment in Castle Bromwich is mostly concerned with small businesses the
exceptions being the two supermarkets. It is also the case that the majority of
working people in Castle Bromwich travel outside the parish to earn their living.
There are however large employers in the near vicinity who could offer career
opportunities particularly to youngsters.
It is proposed that the Parish Council should consider hosting a recruitment fair
at Arden Hall and invite companies such as Jaguar, B&Q, Tesco, Morrisons and
the Airport as well as the smaller employers in the area.
On a national basis there has been a concentration on trying to minimise the
amount of commercial property lying vacant. Start up companies often receive
advantageous terms to occupy such premises.
It is proposed that the Borough Council should be encouraged to maintain a
register of all empty commercial properties and to offer attractive packages to
owners and new businesses to stimulate re-use and business regeneration.
As part of the Business Breakfast Meetings there is an opportunity to feed into
the above initiative by making sure that all empty commercial properties in
Castle Bromwich are noted. In addition consideration should be given to the
creation of a Jobs Club matching employment opportunities with people who are
known to be actively seeking work.
It is proposed that the working party running the Business Breakfast Meetings
investigates the merits of the above recommendations.
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PARISH PROFILE AND COMMUNICATIONS

The Steering Group considered that the identity/profile of Castle Bromwich and
communications within the Parish were in need of a major overhaul. This
section of the report contains a number of proposals to address these matters. In
an earlier section it was proposed to open up the Birmingham Road “gateway”
into Castle Bromwich and to erect an attractive “Welcome to Castle Bromwich”
sign. After further consideration it is felt that this action should be extended.
It is proposed that several signs are erected welcoming people to the Village. The
design and precise number and location of these signs are to be determined by
the Parish Council after consultation with residents.
There is often confusion concerning the present boundaries of Castle Bromwich.
Some businesses most notably Jaguar/Land Rover have maintained an identity
with the Village even though their plant lies outside the Parish.
It is proposed that a map is produced which clearly shows the boundaries of
Castle Bromwich. This map should be colour coded to show the different
electoral areas within the Parish and should also identify those areas of land
which are owned and maintained by the Parish Council.
The role of the Parish Council is critical in this exercise and it has not escaped
criticism by parishioners who feel there is a distinct lack of appropriate
communication on the events which affect them most. It is considered that the
following methods of communication must be addressed and all used to best
effect in order to achieve optimum performance in this area:
 Notice Boards
 Web Site
 Local Press
 Parish Council meetings
 Parish Councillor contacts
 Schools and young people
It is proposed that prominent and sturdy Parish Notice Boards are erected on all
Parish Council owned property. These should be large enough to accommodate
a whole range of “approved” communications and must be kept fully up to date.
It is envisaged that the task of maintaining these boards should be undertaken by
local residents who “adopt” their board and ensure that it is attended to on a
weekly basis. All communications must be cleared for display by the Parish
Council’s Press Officer and the Clerk. Residents wishing to display material
must produce their own copies and deliver to Arden Hall for approval and
subsequent collection and display by the volunteers.
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The Parish Council web site is a valuable means of communication although
there are currently no statistics available to show how many people are accessing
it. In terms of appearance and content the site is acceptable and is to a large
extent kept up to date.
It is proposed that the number of “hits” rate to the site are monitored and that
local press is used to encourage parishioners to use the web site. If after several
months the “hit” rate is considered too low the Parish Council should meet with
the site creator/manager to explore how it could be improved.

Castle Bromwich residents receive regular free journals most notably the Castle
Bromwich Gazette. It is considered that this could provide an excellent vehicle
for the Parish Council to keep residents informed of the key issues and events
affecting the Village.
It is proposed to approach the Gazette to enquire whether it would be prepared
to “host” a regular Council Newsletter.
In addition to a regular feature the Parish Council must also publicise key issues
and events as they occur and on the widest possible basis within the local press.
Public attendances at Parish Council meetings are poor. Only on rare occasions
do numbers rise. The regular business of Council might not have general appeal
but within Castle Bromwich most areas have issues which residents feel strongly
about.
It is proposed that each month the Public section of the Council agenda should
encourage questions from a particular road or area and that leaflets and the
regular column referred to above should be used to advise residents of the event
and encourage them to attend.
The major responsibility for improving the profile of Castle Bromwich and in
particular communications rests with the Parish Councillors.
It is proposed that Councillors meet to discuss how they can reach out to the
community particularly through personal contact and focus on the specific area
they are elected or co-opted to represent.
In other areas there have been more radical initiatives than those proposed to
improve communications and local identity. Young people in particular have
participated in establishing “legal” radio stations focussing primarily on the
needs and interests of the younger generation within their area.
Building on the contact made with Castle Bromwich Youth Centre it is proposed
to explore whether this would be possible within Castle Bromwich. Participation
from local schools would also be welcomed.
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT

The majority of people in Castle Bromwich value being within the boundaries of
Solihull. The strong reaction to the Boundary Commission’s proposals was as
much about being absorbed into Birmingham as it was about the electoral
implications.
There are significant changes afoot however particularly the national move to
Local Enterprise Partnerships (LEP) which has seen greater co-operation
between Greater Birmingham and Solihull. The prospect is that economic
drivers will prevail and eventually change the face of Local Government as we
know it.
It is proposed that the Parish council should be kept fully abreast of all
developments within the LEP which might impact Castle Bromwich. Similarly
our representatives at the Borough Council should be expected to bring such
matters into the public domain at the earliest opportunity.
The major focus of the Birmingham/Solihull LEP is on housing, economic
development and transport. Of these the most important one for Castle
Bromwich is transport and we are fortunate that our Borough Councillor Ted
Richards is Solihull’s Transport Representative on the LEP.
At LEP level the major focus will be on Centro and the provision of adequate
public transport services throughout the area. In keeping with this approach
Solihull will collaborate with Coventry on highway projects and with
Warwickshire on bridge projects.
The major transport problems facing Castle Bromwich relate to parking,
congestion, speeding and the poor state of road surfaces and markings. These
are not unique to our area and the issue of funding to correct them is recognised.
There is however an initiative to tackle the traffic problems in the Chester
Road/Hurst Lane area and a Smaret Route project has been launched with a
budget of £693k. In addition safer crossing points are under review close to the
Morrison’s store and on Green lane. There are major safety issues elsewhere
however particularly with regards to speeding on the Water Orton Rd and
parking outside Park Hall school.
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It is proposed that the Parish council should play an active role in all the above
projects and it should also petition our Borough Councillors to do as much as
possible to maintain the integrity and safety of the roads in Castle Bromwich.

At the local level our Borough Councillors are working to improve the
environment. There are plans to refine the recycling process with fewer bins for
householders to use and there is great emphasis through the environment
champions on reducing dog fouling and graffiti. These are important issues and
it is a matter of concern that some in the parish have such little regard for their
environment.
It is proposed that the Parish Council work closely with the Borough Councillors
on the environmental issues and should include efforts to tackle fly tipping and
destruction of the grass verges through inconsiderate parking of motor vehicles.
Across the UK the reduction in public budgets has seen councils cut the services
they provide. We are fortunate that in Castle Bromwich we have retained our
library but there is concern that funding for youth services might be cut to
statutory levels.
It is proposed that the Parish Council gives every support to Castle Bromwich
library and that through its Youth Council sets out to identify the youth services
of most importance to Castle Bromwich.
The relationship between the Parish Council and Borough Councillors should be
close with both pulling in the same direction for the benefits of the community
they represent. The attendance of Borough Councillor Ted Richards at Parish
Council meetings is appreciated and allows qualified comment to be made on
certain issues.
It is proposed that Parish and Borough Councillors should meet on a formal
basis two or three times a year to discuss matters of mutual interest, any
concerns they have and agree the best way forward for Castle Bromwich.
The near future will bring many challenges for the area and a concerted joint
effort is required to work together, and achieve maximum involvement of the
people of Castle Bromwich, in order to tackle them.
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APPENDICES

1. Law and Order
Castle Bromwich Neighbourhood Police: Sergeant Mirza Tel: 0345 113 5000
Ext: 7922 6286
2. The Environment
Solihull Borough Council Environment Department
Castle Bromwich Hall Gardens
Castle Bromwich Parish Council Office

0121 704 6000
0121 749 4100
0121 747 6503

3. Children and Young People
Castle Bromwich Children’s Centre
Castle Bromwich Scouts
Castle Bromwich Guides
Girls and Boys Brigade

0121 248 7661
0121 776 7081
0777 900 7874
St Clements Church
Castle Bromwich

Castle Bromwich Youth Centre
Box Clever

0121 747 5744
01675 467 362

4. The Older Generation
Solihull Age UK
Castle Bromwich U3A
Friends In Retirement

0121 705 9128
castleu3a@gmail.com

5. Sport and Leisure
Cricket Club
Bromford Lions
Castle Bromwich Playing Fields (rear of Arden Hall)
Castle Bromwich Library
Castle Bromwich Theatre Group
Castle Bromwich Singers

contact via website
contact via website
0121 748 1704
0121 747 3708
cbtg@hotmail.co.uk
07825 9692 98

6. Transport and Infrastructure
Centro
Solihull Borough Council Roads and Highways
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0121 200 2787
0121 704 6000

9. Parish Profile And Communications
Castle Bromwich Gazette
Arden Hall

0121 202 1581
0121 747 7150

9. Local Government
Castle Bromwich Borough Councillors:
Councillor G E Richards
Councillor M Robinson
Councillor G Sleigh
Castle Bromwich Parish Council Office
Castle Bromwich Parish Councillors
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0121 747 6708
01675 44 3953
0121 779 4760
0121 747 6503
contact via website

PLAN PROPOSALS

Law and Order
1. A leaflet should be distributed to every household in the Parish detailing
Community Police Structure and contact numbers. This must be kept up to
date.
2. Police /Community forums to be more widely publicised.
3. Parish Council and Police meet to explore methods of improving community
involvement in fighting crime.
4. Request pub managers and shopkeepers selling alcohol to attend
Police/Community forums.
5. Consider all Parish Council owned spaces for designation as alcohol free.
6. Encourage more police visibility around the Parish through a mobile office.
Continue the “cuppa with a copper” initiative at Arden hall.
The Environment
7. Campaign to keep the Newport Road and Clock Island boundary with
Birmingham litter free.
8. Consider re-opening the Birmingham road with a sign welcoming people to
Castle Bromwich just prior to the Hall.
9. Support Castle Bromwich Hall Gardens through an annual fundraising event.
10. Work with local schools on a “Respect Your Environment” campaign.
11. Investigate the need for more litter bins and dog waste bins around the area
and campaign for funds to provide them.
12. Encourage residents to report fly-tipping and destruction of grass verges.
13. Campaign with local businesses and the Borough Council for more flower
beds, tubs and hanging baskets to make Castle Bromwich a more attractive
place.
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Children and Young People
14. Work to support the local Children’s Centre.
15. Encourage youngsters to join the various organisations available to provide
an outlet for their energy and to provide new interests and knowledge.
16. Undertake an annual recruitment campaign in schools, the Youth Centre and
Guides and Scouts for the Parish Youth Council.
17. Host a trial programme of Box Clever in summer 2014.
18. Investigate the feasibility of a “Free Running “programme in Castle
Bromwich.
The Older Generation
19. Explore the possibilities with local taxi firms for discounted fares during the
day for elderly people to attend clubs etc.
20. Work to broaden the network of community cafes. Consider opening one in
the Windsor Room at Arden Hall.
21. More benches around Castle Bromwich.
22. Concessionary admission to the Hall Gardens for the older generation.
23. Work with young people and Age UK to develop events for the older
generation.
24. Age UK to host a regular advice surgery in the Windsor room at Arden Hall.
Sport And Leisure
25. Consider forming a Castle Bromwich Sports Association.
26. Headquarter the Association in the pavilion to be managed by the Leisure
Services Committee of the Parish Council.
27. Develop a plan for building a new Sports Pavilion on a par with others
around the area.
28. Host a Summer Sports Camp in 2014 for schoolchildren.
29. Provide public toilets in the park.
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30. Maintain the two tennis courts to a good standard.
31. Open a café in the Pavilion on a trial basis during the Sports Camp.
32. Install and continue to develop the fitness equipment secured as part of
“Footloose’Project”.
33. Raise community awareness and encourage support for other leisure facilities
e.g. Castle Bromwich Library, Castle Bromwich Dramatic Society and Castle
Bromwich Singers.
Transport and Infrastructure
34. Work with Centro to ensure regular/frequent bus link to Water Orton
Station.
35. Petition Centro to include Water Orton (and Coleshill Parkway) in the zone
covered by concessionary travel passes.
36. Encourage transparency of local taxi firms’ fares.
37. The Parish Council to pursue the Borough Council on the subject of road
surfacing and road markings to ensure that Castle Bromwich receives a fair
share of the budget.
38. A Parish wide survey to be carried out each spring to determine where road
repairs and markings are required.
39. Support any initiative to relieve congestion and inadequate parking at the
Hurst Lane junction. Continue to petition Morrisons about their service station
access and the traffic problems it causes.
40. Campaign against speeding motorists particularly on Water Orton Road.
41. Work with schools to encourage safer cycling.
42. Give full support to any campaign to mitigate the impact of HS2 on Castle
Bromwich.
Employment Issues
43. Continue Business Breakfast meetings and give them maximum publicity.
44. Host a recruitment fair at Arden Hall and invite major employers from
around the area as well as smaller local businesses.
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45. Encourage the use of empty commercial properties by petitioning owners and
other parties to offer attractive packages to stimulate business regeneration.
46. Use the working party running the Business Breakfast meetings to pursue the
above.
Parish Profile and Communications
47. Erect welcome signs around Castle Bromwich.
48. Produce a detailed map of Castle Bromwich.
49. Erect Parish Notice Boards on all Parish Council land.
50. Encourage use of the Parish Council web-site and monitor hits.
51. Investigate the prospect of a regular Council Newsletter within the Gazette.
52. Work to stimulate more public attendance at Parish Council meetings.
53. Parish Councillors to consider how they can reach out to the community they
are elected or co-opted to represent.
54. Investigate the possibility of a Castle Bromwich radio station perhaps
working with Park Hall Academy.
Local Government
55. Work to keep abreast of all Local Enterprise Partnership initiatives which
might impact Castle Bromwich.
56. Work with the Borough Council on transport and road safety initiatives.
57. Work with the Borough Council on environmental issues.
58. Work with the Borough Council to preserve library and youth service
facilities in Castle Bromwich.
59. It is proposed that the Parish and Borough Councillors meet on a formal
basis to discuss matters of mutual interest which impact Castle Bromwich.
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Castle Bromwich Parish Council

Council Offices, Arden Hall, Water Orton Road, Castle Bromwich, Solihull, B36 9PB
Tel: 0121 747 6503 or Fax 0121 747 2187
www.castlebromwichpc.gov.uk

CASTLE BROMWICH PARISH PLAN 2013
FEEDBACK FORM – MY PREFERENCES
1) My favourite idea(s) are
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2) What my priorities would be to do first:
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------because:
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3) What is least important to me:
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------because:
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you want to know more about how the plan is progressing, read the council minutes at
http://www.castlebromwichpc.gov.uk/parishCouncil/meetings.html .
If you would like to get involved please contact the Council Office by email or call 0121 747 6503.
FROM:
Name………………………………………………………………………………..………………..
Address…………………………………...………………………………………………………..…
…………………..……………………………Signed…………………….Age …………………….
(If under 16)
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